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Scope

This Academic Community Service Subscription Agreement ("ACS") is between the customer who contracts with OSIsoft for the ACS online services ("you" or "your"), your Students, and incorporates by this reference the terms and conditions of your Education/Research Software License Agreement (the "ESLA," available to your Students on their request to you), the OSIsoft PI Cloud Services Privacy Statement, and the OSIsoft PI Cloud Services Offering Agreement.

Capitalized terms in this ACS are defined in the foregoing agreements. In the event of any conflict between these agreements, the order of precedence is this ACS, the PI Cloud Services Offering Agreement, the PI Cloud Services Privacy Statement, and the ESA.

Offer Details

This ACS provides the following Limited Offering: This is a non-exclusive license for the Subscription Term of a single classroom course (whether quarter-based, semester-based, year-long, or other duration) from OSIsoft to you and your Students, to access and use OSIsoft PI Server Software hosted by OSIsoft, in connection with other OSIsoft Software and your Customer Data, specifically, that Customer Data produced by or for your Students’ educational and instructional use in your classroom course for which your Students are registered to use these ACS online services only, and for no other use.

Limited Warranty. Subject to your compliance with acceptable use of the Software, and responsibility to provide compatible computer hardware and network connectivity requirements, OSIsoft will use reasonable commercial efforts to provide at least ninety percent (90%) availability of the OSIsoft-hosted PI Server Software and security to your Customer Data in accordance with current industry standards.